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Grunt
work
BEARBONNAIS

Oh, Deere! For some Bears,
past jobs are bad memories

Matt
Slauson

Roberto
Garza

Bears coaching staff
tackles tricky issue of
contact in practice

Brad Biggs
On the Bears

By Dan Wiederer
Tribune reporter

B

OURBONNAIS — Ask Bears
center Roberto Garza about
the monotony of training
camp and his immediate
smirk says it all.
“A true test of mental stamina,”
Garza says. “Let’s put it that way.”
Garza is no doubt a qualified spokesman on the topic. After all, this is his
14th NFL training camp, the last 10
with the Bears. By his own estimate, he
has now spent almost 10 months of his
life on the campus of Olivet Nazarene
University, where the hospitality is
warm but the excitement minimal.
And it’s here at the end of training
camp when the monotony begins to
feel like the grind of all grinds.
The drill work has become redundant. The film sessions seem longer.
The cafeteria stir fry lost its appeal
weeks ago. And those cinder block
dorm room walls are starting to close
in.
But understand this. Any griping the
players might do comes with perspective. There are worse jobs to have. And
many of these Bears have had them.
In what might be his final NFL
season, Garza will make $1.5 million to
help protect Jay Cutler. That definitely
beats the exertion he experienced

BOURBONNAIS
— Bears coach Marc
Trestman spoke in
broad, general
terms at the conclusion of the exhibition opener Friday,
but he did single out
one area that didn’t
require film review

for evidence.
Tackling.
It’s a delicate issue in training camp.
Most believe the benefit of fewer
injuries in practices that are noncontact or close to it outweighs the
risk of sloppy tackling when the regular season kicks off.
It wasn’t long ago two-a-days were
the norm in training camp and live
contact was at least part of one of the
sessions. The collective bargaining
agreement now allows for only one
practice per day, and coaches are picking their spots when it comes to live
contact, or in the case of the Bears, any
contact at all beyond the line of scrimmage.
Middle linebacker D.J. Williams
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Woods should be easy Ryder pick
Despite recent difficulties, Tiger always a threat

If any athlete in any
sport deserves the
benefit of the doubt
based on reputation, it
is Eldrick “Tiger”
David
Woods.
Haugh
Woods, in the midst
In the Wake
of his worst season on
of the News
the PGA Tour, finds
himself in danger of being left off the U.S.
Ryder Cup team that begins competition
Sept. 26 at Gleneagles in Scotland. Per-

haps in the place golf was born, Woods
can give his career new life by doing
America proud. He has earned the right
to try, notwithstanding the last six
months.
Falling out of the top 10 in the world
rankings for the first time since March
2012, Woods stands 71st in Ryder Cup
points. He is winless in eight tournaments in 2014, missing the cut in two and
withdrawing from two more because of
injury. At last week’s PGA Champion-

ship, Woods winced through consecutive
erratic rounds of 74 that hurt fans to
watch almost as much as they did for
him to play.
Woods’ back aches. Yours would too if
you had carried a sport for the last 15
years.
Yet when Ryder Cup captain Tom
Watson announces his three at-large
selections Sept. 2, Woods should be one
of them — as long as he is healthy. A
broken-down body in need of rest is

Turn to Hsugh, Page 6
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